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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the scope of the TC Project RER/9/035, a review mission visited Ljubljana,
Slovenia, 19-23 February 1996. Two outside experts, Messrs. R.J. Budnitz (USA) and Paul Smith
(USA), as well as a staff member, A. GQrpinar (ESS-NSNI) took part in the review.

The purpose of the mission was to assist the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration to
review the external events PSA prepared by KrSko NPP consultants Westinghouse Energy
Systems Europe and EQE International.

Another seismic safety review was performed concurrently in Ljubljana involving the
investigations in relation to the tectonic stability and reassessment of the design basis ground
motion characterization for the KrSko NPP site.



2. CONDUCT OF THE MISSION

Four volumes of the external events PSA were sent to the IAEA prior to the mission.
These were transmitted to the two outside experts. These volumes covered: (i) seismic PSA, (ii)
relay chatter, (iii) internal flooding PSA, and (iv) other external events PSA. Internal flooding
PSA was included in the scope of the review due to its strong interaction with seismic.
Originally, internal fire PSA was also within the scope for the same reason, but this study has
not yet been finalized.

The review was based on the PSA reports, discussions with the counterpart specialists as
well as a one-day plant walkdown by the two outside experts.

The Programme of the Mission and the List of Participants are given in Annex 1 and 2,
respectively.
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3. TECHNICAL SESSION FINDINGS

3.1 SEISMIC PSA

3.1.1 Seismic hazard analysis

The seismic hazard at the site is characterized by a hazard curve and uniform hazard
spectra. The seismic hazard analysis has taken into account seismic sources outside of the site
vicinity. Hazard due to near field sources as well as the potential for surface faulting at the site
are currently under investigation by a group of earth scientists. Phase 1 of this study has been
completed and Phases 2 and 3 are pending implementation. Another IAEA mission has reviewed
the progress of this work during the same week of mis PSA review.

The hazard curve is binned into six acceleration categories and the calculations are based
on these values. For the local earthquake, an upper bound estimate of 0.6g has been used to
compute response spectra to compare with the Uniform Hazard Spectra from the hazard analysis.
In a range of frequencies around 10hz, the response spectrum of the local earthquakes exceeds
the UHS, for the distant earthquake.

3.1.2 Response

For the PSA, the project analysts performed the structural analysis using probabilistic
methods. Thirty separate response analyses were performed for thirty combinations of free-field
(surface) time history, soil damping, soil stiffness, structural damping, and structural stiffness. For
each of the thirty time histories, the soil and structural parameters (damping and stiffness) were
selected using Latin Hypercube Experimental Design. The project analysts considered that thirty
such analyses provided adequate accuracy.

The structural analysis was performed for time histories with a horizontal free-field peak
acceleration of 0.6g, which is twice that of the design SSE. The target spectral shape for the
thirty time histories is a 10 000 year return period uniform hazard spectrum. The project analysts
considered this to be a pessimistic analysis.

For the local earthquake issue, the project analysts performed a separate structural analysis
using deterministic methods. The results were not used in the PSA. The project analysts found
local short duration earthquakes could, at most, affect relay chatter issues.

3.1.3 Fragility

Structures and equipment were screened based on a median capacity of 2g. That is, if their
median capacity was found to be 2g or more, they were not explicitly included in the PSA
calculation but were assumed to fail at LIg peak ground acceleration (even when their capacity
was found to be larger) and assumed to contribute to the probability of core melt



All structures were found to have a median capacity between 2g and 5.4g, hence all
structures were screened out from the detailed PSA calculation. All but 37 of the equipment items
were screened out. The project analysts felt that this was a good indication of the general
beyond-SSE ruggedness of the plant (with a few exceptions).

3.1.4 Seismic PSA system analysis and quantification

The systems-analysis aspect employs the widely used methodology that has by now been
used for about 100 seismic PSA studies. The assumption of an inevitable loss of offsite power
as the initiating event has been replaced by use of a fragility curve for the seismic LOSP event,
which is a small refinement The binning of the initiating seismic event into 6 bins is by now a
conventional approach, and the results show that it is a reasonable approximation for this analysis.

The approach used develops basic seismic failure events and inserts them into the systems
analysis for internal plant faults, so that non-seismic failures are properly combined with seismic
failures in the resulting accident-sequence cut sets. The convolution of the seismic hazard curves
with the seismic fragility curves to produce the numerical results as input to the fault tree/event
tree analysis is straightforward. The importance analysis reveals that only a few seismic failufes
are important contributors, including failures of the CST, RWST, the diesel generator peripherals,
and a few other components. There are large contributions from the non-seismic failures of the
diesels to start or to run, which when combined with the loss of offsite power leads to
station-blackout accident sequences. The conventional assumption is made that all instrument air
is lost, because it is not a seismically qualified system. This leads to important contributions to
some of the key sequences.

3.1.4.1 Relay chatter analysis

The relay chatter analysis uses the conventional approach that combines screening some
relays by their seismic capacity and some by a functional analysis of how their chatter after an
earthquake might affect the functioning of important safety equipment The initial list of over
4000 relays is thereby reduced, after successive screening, to only a few dozen relays in only a
very few systems. The approach used is very elaborate in that a large number of functional circuit
analyses is necessary. The principal finding is that there are no relays where operator actions to
reset the relay or otherwise to recover from the chatter could not be accomplished in the 30 to
60 minute time period after the earthquake. Therefore, the analysis considers this issue to have
been closed for KrSko without the need to perform a quantification of the actual core damage
frequency from sequences involving relay chatter.

3.2 INTERNAL FLOODING PSA

The internal flooding PSA analysis followed the usual methodology for this type of
analysis, and the methodology seems entirely appropriate. Only events that include both a reactor
trip and also result in the failure of Safe Shutdown Equipment are included. The various areas



in the plant containing Safe Shutdown equipment are reviewed, and screened in or out to allow
the analysis to concentrate on those areas with equipment whose failure would initiate a trip.

A walkdown was performed, to look for flooding sources in the various rooms, drainage
paths, and so on. A short list of rooms and areas was developed for detailed analysis; including
only those rooms and areas where flooding could both trip the plant and cause damage to Safe
Shutdown equipment Particular attention was given to drainage and to the potential for spray
flooding. It was assumed that if spray flooding could occur, all equipment within an influence
zone of about 10 meters would be damaged. Equipment was screened out if it had been qualified
for operation under flooding conditions, or if it contained no electrical or pneumatic parts that
could be affected by water.

The results of this work are that five flooding events were fully analyzed. All other
potential events were screened out using one or another of the criteria that could eliminate an
event Of the five flooding events analyzed, only two were found to have core damage
frequencies above a negligible level. One, the loss of CCW due to flooding, has CDF just above
10'7 per year. The other, flooding causing loss of all ESW, has CDF close to 10'5 per year, and
is the only sequence of significant concern. This sequence involves a rupture of one of the
bellows adjacent to one of the three ESW pumps, which floods and damages all three ESW
pumps, which are all within the 10- meter influence zone of the flooding spray. This sequence
is only a problem if the operators make a human error as well.

The major uncertainty in the quantification of this one important accident sequence is the
frequency of the initiating event, which is taken from the generic database, without checking
whether or not it may be somewhat pessimistic for Kr§ko.

3.2.1 Seismic caused flooding

This part of the analysis examined all of the zones previously identified where flooding
could damage Safe Shutdown equipment, and for each it examined whether a seismic event could
cause unacceptable flooding. The analysis and walkdown failed to identify any areas of concern.

3.3 OTHER EXTERNAL EVENTS

3.3.1 General

A screening procedure was adopted based on distance, frequency, enveloping and warning
time in order to decide whether or not the type of event is considered further. Consequently, for
the following external hazards a bounding study has been performed: external flooding, extreme
winds, external fire, hazardous materials, industrial facility accident, internal fire and flooding,
pipeline accident, release of chemical in on-site storage, seismic activity, transportation accident
and turbine-generated missile. Among the above, the significant events other than seismic activity,
internal fire and internal flooding (which are treated in separate reports) were found to be extreme
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winds, floods, pipeline and transportation accidents.

3.3.2 Extreme winds

The annual frequency of extreme winds exceeding 140 km/hr has been calculated on the
basis of 10 year data (1961-70) and using an exponential distribution, to be about 2 x 10"\ It is
postulated that a coremelt will occur when the wind speed exceeds 140 km/h, and the operator
fails to act (i.e. shutdown the plant) with a probability of 10"2.

3.3.3 Transportation accidents

The main transportation route near the site is a major international railway which passes
800 m north of the plant boundary.

/ The accident from the railroad has been postulated as a railway car carrying fluid
hydrocarbons exploding at a distance of 900 m from plant structures. This scenario was screened
on the basis of distance.

Accident of a railway car (or cars) carrying solid explosives has not been considered,
although TNT is designated as a possible cargo on European railways.

3.3.4 New sources of external hazards

A gas pipeline (methane) 900 m from the reactor building and a dam 25 km upstream
from the plant have been constructed after the plant went into operation.

The effects from the gas pipeline are screened due to distance. No consideration was given
to the possibility of drifting clouds.

The flood due to a potential breaking of the new dam is enveloped by other flood
scenarios.

(;.
3.3.5 External flooding analysis

This analysis worked out the amount of water in the Sava River that would be necessary
to overcome the top of the dike adjacent to the reactor site. It assumed that if the dike were
topped, then enough equipment would be damaged to cause a core-damage accident with no
likelihood of recovery.

The analysis is straightforward, and the assumption of an inevitable core damage accident,
although pessimistic, is a reasonable way to proceed for the purposes at hand. The only issue, but
a major one, is the method for working out the likelihood of the extreme flooding of the river
that would cause the dike to be overcome. The method used was ah extreme value analysis based
on the past 30 to SO years of data taken at various places along the Sava, both above and below



the plant site. The assumption was made that once each of the important upstream dams is
overtopped then that dam's contents go into the river. The extreme-value analysis of the previous
decades of data produces a value of about 3 x 10"* per year of a flood with enough water to top
the Krsko dike.

3.4 PLANT WALKDOWN

R. Budnitz and P. Smith performed a brief walkdown of the plant on February 21, 1996.
A large fraction of the areas was briefly walked down, and many previously identified issues
inspected.

Plant and project staff were very open and helpful, and allowed and encouraged us to
inspect any accessible area.

Although many "housekeeping" items had been secured, some were not For example,
C unanchored furniture was found in the main control room (next to safety and non-safety electrical

equipment), chain hoists were found unsecured in pump rooms, and unsecured chemicals were
found stored in a battery room.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.0 GENERAL

The objective of the mission has been achieved in that it was possible to review the
External Event PSA (seismic, internal flooding and other external hazards) prepared for the Krsko
NPP.

In general the reports have been prepared in accordance with current international practice
and in particular the IPEEE methodology. Due to the positive attitude of the NPP personnel and
their consultants, it was possible to review the material in a relatively short time.

The results indicate that the core damage frequency due to the external events that were
reviewed is comparable to that found for internal events, and in the aggregate is not very

V significant. However, further refinements in the data and analyses related to external floods,
transportation accidents and seismic hazard may lead to the modification of this conclusion.

4.1 SEISMIC PSA

4.1.1 Seismic hazard

The method which has been used for the analysis of seismic hazard and the treatment of
the local earthquakes is reasonable in the light of the present knowledge of the site vicinity and
the near region.

It is recommended to include the results of the ongoing investigations related to the hazard
from local seismogenic sources and the potential for surface faulting into the "living PSA" when
these become available.

( 4.1.2 Response

We agree with the project staff that thirty analyses are adequately accurate and that
performing the analysis at 0.6g is generally (with no readily identified exceptions) pessimistic.

The current data appear to suggest that the plant response to small local earthquakes is
much less than current analytical methods predict This might be due to the different wave
propagation angles of nearby, compared to more distant, earthquakes.

Recommendation:

Data should be carefully gathered and evaluated on plant response to past and future local
earthquakes.
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4.1.3 Fragility

The fragility analysis has been performed in accordance with the state of the art.

The local earthquake issue has been evaluated in a limited way, and there is no compelling
evidence at this time that it is a significant safety issue. It is prudent to continue to monitor this
issue to gain a better understanding of its safety significance.

Recommendations:

As future local earthquakes occur, the fragility effects of such new local earthquakes
should be assessed to determine for example, if local earthquakes could cause more than relay
chatter.

If modifications are planned to the plant switchyard, the plant should investigate installing
earthquake rugged components. In the US for example, Southern California Edison and Pacific
Gas & Electric have a great deal of experience about which switchyard components (including
manufacturers) do and do not perform well in earthquakes.

4.1.4 Seismic PSA systems analysis and quantification

The approach used for the systems analysis is a conventional one and seems to have been
executed well. The combining of the non-seismic failures and human errors with the seismic
failures seems to have been carried out in accordance with the state of the art The method for
developing the relevant event trees and fault trees also seems to have been used appropriately.

The finding that the major contributions to risk come from earthquakes in the range of
from two to three times the earthquake design basis is in line with findings of many other seismic
PSA studies at other similar plants.

The analysis uses data on non-seismic failures of the diesel generators to start and run that
produce a relatively important contribution to overall risk from this group of failures. It is
recommended that this part of the analysis be revisited, perhaps by examining actual data on
diesel performance (failure to start or to run after start up) when offsite power has been lost,
rather than diesel data compiled mostly from testing situations.

4.1.4.1 Relay chatter analysis

The analysis finds that all relay chatter issues that cannot be screened out either because
the relay is functionally not likely to lead to a problem, or because the relay is seismically strong,
can be eliminated because the operators can be expected to reset the relay within a time period
of about 30 to 60 minutes, or well within a time horizon before an accident might develop.
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While we believe that the analysis is reasonable, we wonder if the total number of relay
recovery actions required after a large earthquake may be too large for the operators to
accomplish. They could be simply overwhelmed if the number of required actions is too great.
Therefore, we recommend that the PSA analysts compile a list of the required operator actions,
and that they assess whether the operators can in fact cope with these actions. If not, then some
other mitigating measures, such as changing some of the relays to different models, may be
prudent.

4.2 INTERNAL FLOODING PSA

We believe that the internal flooding analysis has been done according to state-of-the-art
methods, and uses reasonable modeling assumptions and data. The results are therefore a
reasonable representation of the plant risk from internal flooding. One conservatism is the
assumption that a spray flood will damage all equipment within about a 10-meter influence zone.
However, we have no alternative assumption to offer. We merely wish to point out that this
assumption could be somewhat conservative. We recommend that attention be given to possible
simple ways to reduce the likelihood of the one event identified, possibly by shielding the ESW
pumps from spray, which could be an easy measure.

4.2.1 Seismic caused flooding

This part of the analysis seems to have used a reasonable approach and its finding that no
problems exist due to seismic-caused flooding seems reasonable. However, the documentation of
this section was difficult to follow, and should be rewritten for clarity.

4.3 OTHER EXTERNAL HAZARDS

43.1 Extreme winds

It is recommended to use all available data in calculating the annual frequency of extreme
winds that would contribute to core damage especially regarding the potential for losing offsite
power.

43.2 Transportation accidents

On the basis of the finding 3.3.3, it is recommended to investigate scenarios involving a
railway car (or cars) carrying solid explosive substances based on actual data to the extent
possible.

4 3 3 External flooding

The analysis of this issue is straightforward except for the key question of the likelihood
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per year of a flood large enough to top the dike adjacent to the reactor site. The use of an
extreme-value analysis based on the past 30 to 50 years of river flood data is, in our opinion, not
a reliable way to obtain the annual likelihood of such a large flood.

Experience by flooding experts in attempting such extrapolations reveals that they cannot
be made with much confidence in the validity of the numerical results. Therefore, we are
skeptical of the validity of the result obtained. It is our conviction that the PSA's value for the
frequency of very large floods is likely to be optimistic, perhaps by a very large factor, but we
know of no method in the available literature for doing a better estimate than the one attempted
here. We believe it important to warn the users of this analysis that the numerical annual
frequency is not to be believed without major skepticism.

4.4 PLANT WALKDOWN

The plant was found to be in good condition (earthquake-wise), as good as the best in the
US. The plant had obviously been carefully and conservatively designed for earthquakes (with
a few exceptions). The exceptions had already been identified by the project staff (that is, no new
design deficiencies were found in the walkdown).

The plant staff had a very positive safety attitude. They were also very knowledgeable
about the plant.

Recommendation:

More emphasis should be placed on securing housekeeping items or providing
well-defined areas where they can be placed without the need for securing them. They have been
found to cause problems in past earthquakes.

Some plants have found it is easier to maintain the required continuing vigilance if all
plant personnel are given "earthquake awareness" training on the basic simple and practical issues
associated with good seismic housekeeping practice.

4.5 OVERALL INSIGHTS

It will be important to develop an overall risk profile for the plant, once the internal fire
PSA has been completed so that a complete picture of the plant risk is available. We recommend
that this be done.

4.5.1 Seismic PSA insights

The major insight from the analysis seems to be that the risk from earthquake-jnduced
accident sequences is small and well within the acceptable range. The major contributors to this
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risk are a few seismic failures and a few non-seismic failures that combine with the seismic
failures.

The analysis identified a few fixes that could reduce the risk if this is judged important.
Some of these were fixed, or assumed fixed, during the analysis, so their contribution to the
results is now negligible. Among these are the strengthening of the CCW surge tank and the
improvement in the anchorages of a few cabinets.

The importance ranking analysis has been accomplished according to the state of the art
and it seems to have provided some useful insights about the relative contributions of seismic and
non-seismic failures. The latter are quite important in some areas.

4.5.2 Insights from other external hazards

We recommend that, in compiling the overall risk profile for the plant, an attempt should
be made to indicate which aspects of the analysis (such as the tornado aspect) are thought to be
highly conservative, which aspects are thought to be only of a bounding character, and why. This
will assist users of the information in understanding the significance of the overall risk profile.
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ANNEXI

MISSION PROGRAMME

Sunday. 18 February 1996 :

Arrival of experts

Monday, 19 February 1996:

Review and adoption of the Agenda
Technical presentations by KrSko NPP consultants

(internal flooding, other external events)
Discussion

Tuesday. 20 February 1996:

Technical presentations by Kr§ko NPP consultants
(seismic PSA)

Discussion

Wednesday. 21 February 1996:

Plant walkdown

Thursday. 22 February 1996:

Technical presentations by KrSko NPP consultants
(seismic PSA, relay chatter, seismic-internal flooding interaction)

Discussion
Report preparation

Friday. 23 February 1996:

Report preparation
Exit meeting

Saturday. 24 February 1996:

Departure of experts
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS OF MISSION A
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Robert J. BUDNITZ
Paul SMITH

JoZe SPILER
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Andrej MASELJ
Miha VERGELJ

Mitja KO^UH
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IAEA
IAEA
IAEA

NEK
NEK
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

SNSA
SNSA
SNSA
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Institute Joxef Stefan
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